BURYHILL COMPETITION CENTRE
Conditions of entry:
1. The decision of the judges and stewards is final.
2. The judges and stewards can refuse any entry. No horses or ponies allowed under the age of 4.
3. No entry will be accepted unless paid.
4. Correct safety equipment MUST be worn. In this case riding hat and riding boots (body protector
optional for show jumping but mandatory for cross country and arena eventing). Skull hats must be
worn for cross country jumping.
5. The organisers reserve the right to cancel any competition, section or test or the entire event.
Adverse weather conditions will be determined by the judges and stewards. Refunds will be made in
this case.
6. Failure to attend or turn up on time will result in forfeit of entry fees.
7. No claim, consequential or non-consequential, will be accepted or entertained for any loss, injury,
damage to animal, property, person or vehicle in connection with, or arising out of this event. It shall
be deemed a condition of entry that each entrant shall agree to indemnify the promoter (Buryhill
Competition Centre), the site operator (Rein & Shine Ltd) and the landowners against any legal
action arising from such an incident.
8. By signing the entry form I accept:
a. that riding at any standard has inherent risk and that all horses may act unpredictably on
occasions.
b. I may fall off and could be injured. I accept that risk and I take part in this sport knowing I do ride
at my own risk
c. those instructions given by any steward or judge are given for mine and others safety and agree to
follow those instructions.
d. that wearing an appropriate riding hat, boots and body protector may reduce the severity of an
injury should an accident happen, and I agree that I will always wear a riding hat whilst I am riding or
leading my horse. I understand it is my choice whether I wear a body protector or not (excluding
competitors riding Rein and Shine horses and those riding in cross country and arena eventing, in
which case a body protector is required without exception).
e. and agree that my riding abilities and experience are suitable for this event.
f. that children are at particular risk around horses and agree that I will keep any children that I am
responsible for under close supervision.
g. that I may be refused to enter for safety or operational reasons
h. that competing carries an enhanced risk over and above general riding and agree that if I choose
to participate in this competition or event, it is up to me to ensure that I have the experience and
ability to ride my chosen sections or classes. If I am in any doubt I will use my judgement and
experience and not enter
i. that if I, or any of my friends & relations that attend with me bring a dog, it will be kept on a lead
at all times, it will not be allowed in the grazing fields and I will ensure any fouling is cleared away by
my party.
j. that I nor any of my group will not smoke anywhere on site apart from the designated smoking
areas.

